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FlavourFlavour physics in the era of physics in the era of 

precision neutrino experiments:precision neutrino experiments:

neutrinos in astrophysics neutrinos in astrophysics 

andand

cosmologycosmology



�� What measurements on neutrino properties What measurements on neutrino properties 
can we expect from cosmology/astrophysics? can we expect from cosmology/astrophysics? 

�� How do they compare to terrestrial How do they compare to terrestrial 
information? information? 

USING WMAP3+SDSS-LRG+SNI-A
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Cosmology can test the expectation from SM to the Cosmology can test the expectation from SM to the 
contribution of the expansion rate of the Universe   contribution of the expansion rate of the Universe   

...and it also provides important information on ...and it also provides important information on 
the absolute neutrino mass scalethe absolute neutrino mass scale



Tritium b decay :me<2.3 eV
(Mainz 95% CL)

bb0n:mbb< 0.3 – 1.0 eV
(Heidelberg-Moscow 90% CL,
similar result by CUORICINO )

using the flat prior (W0=1):
CMB+BAO : S mi < 0.61 eV
(WMAP5+SDSS)
CMB+LSS + Lya :S mi <0.17 eV
(Seljak et al.)

Neutrino masses: m1 < m2 < m3



A comparison of results from cosmology and neutrinolessA comparison of results from cosmology and neutrinoless
doubledouble--beta decay could constraint the Majoranabeta decay could constraint the Majorana
neutrino mass term if cosmology points to a value forneutrino mass term if cosmology points to a value for
the sum of neutrino masses compatible with inverted the sum of neutrino masses compatible with inverted 
hierarchy no evidence for hierarchy no evidence for ßßßß00νν is found is found 

ïï this would  disprove leptogenesis (see Nardithis would  disprove leptogenesis (see Nardi‘‘s summary)  s summary)  



Collective flavor transitions of supernova neutrinosCollective flavor transitions of supernova neutrinos

Neutrino mixing cannot be tested with cosmology, whileNeutrino mixing cannot be tested with cosmology, while
Detection of neutrinos from SN could potentially testDetection of neutrinos from SN could potentially test
small values of small values of θθ13 13 though at the moment theoretical though at the moment theoretical 
uncertainties in tracking the evolution of the flavor uncertainties in tracking the evolution of the flavor 
compositions are still too large   compositions are still too large   



Cosmology provides today many convincing evidences (e.g. the ‘bullet 
cluster’) about the presence of a dark matter component that seems
to require an explanation in terms of a new weakly coupled
particle sufficiently heavy to be “cold”

Recent results on electron-positron fluxes in cosmic rays from the
PAMELA and FERMI experiments have been interpreted by many 
groups in terms of annihilating or decaying DM but FIRST an 
astrophysical solution e.g. in terms of pulsars can well explain the 
results, SECOND the same data are not fully convincing (as pointed 
out by De Rujula in the discussion). Future FERMI results on diffuse 
photon background could shed light on this point. An alternative DM 
solution in terms of neutrino phyisics (unrelated to PAMELA-FERMI 
data) has been discusses by A. Kusenko (see talk).    


